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British Tits. By Christopher Perrins. Collins, London, 1979. 304 
pages; 16 black-and-white plates; 93 maps and figures. £6.50. 
Tits, Wytham Wood, the Edward Grey Institute and its director Dr Christopher Perrins 
are inseparably linked. Dr Perrins has been involved with tits ever since his own DPhil 
thesis; a series of other researchers at the EGI, working under the direction of the late 
Dr David Lack and more recently of Dr Perrins, have continued the studies on which 
much of this book is based. I t is a masterly summary of what is known, what is suspected 
and what needs investigating. A really first-rate book of this sort—one to match that 
other classic 'New Naturalist', Finches (1972) by Dr Ian Newton—can be written only 
by someone intimately involved with the relevant research who also has a deep affection 
for the animals he is studying and writing about. Dr Perrins's 'Author's preface' ends by 
recording 'a great debt of gratitude to the birds themselves for the determined and im
perturbable way in which they accept our presence and get on with their daily lives 
despite our interference.' I know of no-one other than Dr Perrins who could have written 
this book; and few other authors in the world who could have written a comparable one 
on an equivalent small group of birds. This is a volume to absorb and treasure; there is 
more 'meat' within British Tits than in half a dozen volumes of run-of-the-mill bird-books. 

After individual chapters dealing with each of Britain's seven tits (the Long-tailed Tit 
is included as well as the six Parus species), there are chapters on 'Ecological differences 
between species', 'Home ranges, territories and communication', 'Food requirements, 
feeding rates and weights', 'Feeding habits and irruptions', 'Breeding biology', 'The 
breeding season and moult', 'Clutch-size and reproductive rates', 'Growing up and 
growing old', 'Population studies' and 'Of prey and predators'. It is these final ten chap
ters which contain the bulk of the summaries and thought-provoking discussion. Inevitably, 
compression of the enormous amount of information now known about tits leads occa
sionally to simplifications, but nowhere else can one find available a summary of what is 
known and the directions that research is taking. The list of 430 references will enable 
anyone requiring further detail to acquire it. 

Collins and Dr Perrins would have given us good value if this book had been twice 
the price. J . T . R . S H A R R O C K 

A Field Guide to the Seabirds of Britain and the World. By Gerald 
S. Tuck, illustrated by Hermann Heinzel. Collins, London, 1978. 
xxviii + 292 pages; 48 colour plates; many drawings, including 24 full 
page; world distribution maps for 289 species and British and Irish 
distribution maps for 24 species. £5.25. 
The implicit aim of this sturdily bound but otherwise typical example of a modern field 
guide is that it should become the natural and worthy successor to W. B. Alexander's 
Birds of the Ocean (1928). That pioneer among all such guides has held sway as the sea
farer's and seawatcher's ornithological vade mecum for half a century, so that the aim is 
quite an ambitious one. To what extent does it look like being fulfilled ? 

On the whole, the prospects are favourable. The new guide has many admirable 
features. The strength of its binding should withstand constant handling even in the dirty 
weather that so often attends seabird observations. If a replacement is eventually needed 
(and, for reasons referred to below, one hopes that like its predecessor it will run to many 
editions), the price is reasonable and a refreshing departure from the irritating £X.g5 
formula. Most important of all, the cross-referencing between the three main sections— 
descriptions, illustrations and distribution maps—which occupy over 80% of the book, 
is a vast improvement on its predecessor's. Clinching the identification of a bird one has 
seen or is still watching should often be a matter of seconds rather than minutes. Bonus 
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points can be awarded to the succinct accounts contributed by Dr C. J . O. Harrison on 
the nesting habits of each family; the 25-page supplement in which J . L. F. Parslow 
reviews in some detail seabird status in the British Isles (a pity, though, that the single 
Irish example shown in the map of outstanding sites, Cape Clear, has been allowed to 
wander off course to Dursey Head!); and the introductory section which distils the wide-
ranging and very practical experience the author has acquired in his leading role in the 
Royal Naval Bird Watching Society since its inception in 1946. 

One may, on the other hand, shed a tear for the exclusion once again of the divers, 
grebes and sea-ducks (W. B. Alexander rightly lamented this, blaming lack of space; 
Captain Tuck bravely—but not altogether successfully—defends it, the fact being, of 
course, that many members of such families as the pelicans, cormorants, terns and 
skimmers have much less to do with the sea than a diver or eider). A more serious criti
cism, however, is that there are too many signs of inadequate final checking. For example, 
the Preface refers to descriptions of principal ocean routes and their birds and to examples 
of note-keeping and methods of recording: neither are to be found in the text. Captions 
of some drawings have been lost or garbled (e.g. pages 82 and 124). Identification points 
made in text, drawing and plate have not always been collated (as with the notoriously 
difficult diving petrels). An important seabird centre like Rodrigues is missing from the 
maps and there is no reference to the British maps in the index. An erroneous reference 
to 'higher' instead of 'lower' latitudes clashes with the fact, mentioned elsewhere, that 
the snow-white form of the Southern Giant Petrel quite often wanders north to the sub
tropical convergence. And so on. 

Such blemishes—mostly trivial and easily correctable—do not, however, detract from 
the value of this guide to the extent of suggesting that it would be better to await a revised 
edition. The book is already a 'must' for all seawatchers and, even where the artist seems 
a bit 'at sea' wkh his subject matter (the Eudyptes penguins and the auks, for instance, as 
compared with the cormorants and the gulls), the diagnostic points are almost always 
brought out by both artist and author with skill and clarity. H U G H E L L I O T T 
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